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January 21-25 

Upper School 
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   



Monday, January 21 

NO SCHOOL - MLK DAY 

Tuesday, January 22 

MORNING MEETING & MINDFULNESS 

Ms. Denise and Ms. Savannah 

All 

GREETING RITUAL 

Handshake, hug, or fist bump 

 

MORNING JOURNALING 

8:15-8:30 

-Finish journal prompts: 

Imagine it’s the end of 2019 and it was your BEST year yet! List or draw events, 

accomplishments, people, and things which made it so great.  

- Make a list of 10 things you’d like to do more of this year and 10 things you’d like to do 

less of this year.  

 

MORNING MEETING 

8:30-9:00 

FOCUS TOPIC: SETTING A CHARACTER GOAL 

We will be working this week to set a S.M.A.R.T character goal. Start by writing three 

positive characteristics you think you’d like to practice getting better at (courage, grit, 

compassion, dedication, etc.) 

 

MATH I 

Mr. Kris 

All 

Charli, Eva, Giovanni, Zoey 

The class began with an activity that involved averages. After that we practiced our 

multiplication skills and discussed tactics to help find math solutions.  

 

MATH II 

Ms. Amanda Rose and Ms. Savannah 



Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, Olivia, Ricky, Grady, Xavier, Harper, Sarah 

Today, we revisited our multiplication tables in order to better understand the concept of 

simplifying fractions. We learned several “cheat” methods for quickly coming up with 

the Greatest Common Factor 

CHOICE CLASS: UKULELE 

Mr. Andrew 

Landen, Damian, Nate 

We’ve learned all the basics of ukulele playing and have been reviewing and rehearing 

the 3 songs that we’ve been working on. It seems most of the struggle is actually 

happening on the “right hand” or the “rhythm” hand so we really worked hard on the 

“DDUUDU” rhythm that’s an extremely popular rhythm in ukulele playing. 

CHOICE CLASS: URBAN GARDENING 

Ms. Bridget 

Samuel, Avery, Neven, Genevieve, Charlotte, Kenley, Brie, Grace 

Students looked at four different soil samples taken from a garden in Melbourne Beach. 

The samples included compost, garden soil, top soil (very sandy), and ground soil. We 

categorized the samples and looked at items such as texture, measurements, 

composition, how fluently water ran through the samples as well as our prediction of 

how well roots would grip to the soil. We voted on which soil sample would be the best 

for growing food from.  

PLANT-BASED COOKING 

 Ms. Bridget 

All (in small groups)  

Today we made Vegan “Tuna” Salad served on Gluten Free crackers. We made the tuna 

from mashed chickpeas, adding in celery, onions, black pepper and salt, tahini, 

Vegeneise, and brown mustard. Students used tomatoes to garnish the tuna on the 

crackers. We also created natural lemonade using squeezed lemons, honey, and maple 

syrup. The upper grades made pumpkin chocolate chip donuts along with their tuna and 

lemonade. 

PE 

Mr. Kris 

All 

Today we revisited the Mr./Mrs. Wolf game and discussed the importance of speaking 

clearly and loudly while giving commands. After that we played capture the flag.  



PBL 1 & 2 

Ms. Denise and Mr. Kris 

Charli, Eva, Gio, Ricky, Sarah, Grady, Xavier, Zoey, Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, 

Olivia, Charlotte 

WEEK 4: STUDENT FEEDBACK AND WORK TIME 

This morning we paused our student work-time to refocus on the purpose of our 

projects. We reviewed our essential question and individual or group challenges. We 

spoke more in depth about my expectations for  completing the project: 

- Process: Did you work hard and use your time wisely in advancing your project? Did 

you work positively with your collaborative partners or complete all the work yourself? 

- Product: Does your work show creativity and good craftsmanship? Does it represent 

your expert knowledge about your topic? 

- Presentation: Does it engage and involve the audience? Does it teach them something 

new and encourage them to protect the Everglades? 

We spend the remaining first half of class allowing some of the groups to present what 

they have so far and get some feedback from the class. We spent the remaining half of 

the class as open student work time to progress toward completing our products.  

PBL 3 

Ms. Savannah 

Avery, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Harper, Kenley, Nate, Neven, Samuel  

Today, the students continued to work on their Everglades project within their groups. 

The teams worked together to research their topics, and begin to organize the 

information in a way that will allow the students to create their “Ask an Expert” activity.  

LITERACY 1 

Ms. Lorelei 

Charli, Eva, Gio, Ricky, Sarah, Grady, Xavier, Zoey 

Today the students worked on building and sorting words with short o and long o, as 

well as working in student choice centers where students could read self-selected texts, 

work on their Animal Research Project or continue creating and solving word searches 

from last week using their focused phonics patterns.   

LITERACY 2 

Ms. Bridget 

Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, Olivia, Charlotte 

At the beginning of class students shared their literature-based board games that they 



created last week. They went over rules, outcomes, as well as the “why” behind their 

board game. Students had the choice to either bring their board games home or keep 

them in the closet at school. After reviewing the board games, we went into a lesson of 

the use of similes and metaphors in poetry. We read two different poems, identified 

themes/main ideas, as well as the author’s purpose. Students then created a simile and a 

metaphor of their own and illustrated what the two components looked like to them.  

LITERACY 3 

Ms. Savannah 

All 

Avery, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Harper, Kenley, Nate, Neven, Samuel  

As an entry event to our upcoming Poetry PBL unit, the students spent time within 

centers the following centers: 

Center 1: Poetry Slam- The students watched incredible poetry slams put on by kids their 

age.  

Center 2: Creative Art: The students created a visual utilizing given materials 

Center 3: Creative Writing: The students wrote a creative work about whatever they 

wanted, in whatever form they wanted.  

These centers acted as “clues” in regards to our unit. Utilizing the activities, the students 

discovered that they would be writing original poems, creativing visual media to support 

their poems and putting on a poetry slam at the end of the semester. The students then 

spent the remaining time brainstorming ideas for their poems. The poetry slam will be 

on February 8th.  

MAKERSPACE 

Ms. Denise 

Gio, Jacob, Olivia, Zoey, Xavier, Grady, Christian, Selena, Sarah, Eva, Jonas 

MLK Quote Illustrations 

Ask kids what they know about Martin Luther King, Jr. and lead a group discussion. Help 

students decode three MLK quotes and determine meaning together. Students each 

choose their favorite quote and illustrate a poster.  

 

“I have decided to stick with love. Hate is too great a burden to bear.” 

 

“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically. 

Intelligence plus character — that is the goal of true education." 



 

"Life's most persistent and urgent question is, 'What are you doing for others?'" 

 

3-D PRINTING with Mr. Mike: 

Grady, Gio, Jonas 

URBAN GARDENING 

Ms. Bridget 

Ian, Charli, Ricky, Harper 

Students looked at four different soil samples taken from a garden in Melbourne Beach. 

The samples included compost, garden soil, top soil (very sandy), and ground soil. We 

categorized the samples and looked at items such as texture, composition, how fluently 

water ran through the samples as well as our prediction of how well roots would grip to 

the soil. We voted on which soil sample would be the best for growing food from.  

MATH III 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Avery, Charlotte, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Kenley, Landen, Nate, Neven, 

Samuel  

We worked our way through linear equations today with the help of guided notes. We 

learned vocabulary important for understanding the concepts (y-intercept, x-intercept, 

slope, axis) of basic algebra. 

Wednesday, January 23 

MORNING MEETING & MINDFULNESS 

Ms. Denise and Ms. Savannah 

GREETING RITUAL 

Handshake, hug, or fist bump 

 

MORNING JOURNALING 

8:15-8:30 

-Write three positive characteristics you think you’d like to practice (courage, grit, 

compassion, dedication, etc.) Choose one final character goal and circle it.  

-Finish any leftover  journal prompts that are not completed. 

 

MORNING MEETING 

8:30-9:00 



BRAIN SMART START: 3 Jokes to Laugh. 

 

COMMUNITY UPDATE: 

The Schaffer’s chose to move to a new school. Make them cards/gift box. 

WISH WELL: for Schaffers. Led by student Kindness Keepers Genevieve and Gio 

 

SAFEKEEPER RITUAL: 

Class Agreements 

 

BREATHKEEPER Ritual 

Led by student Breath Keepers Nate, Samuel, and Jacob 

 

MATH I 

Mr. Kris 

All 

Charli, Eva, Giovanni, Zoey 

Started the class with a Brain Smart Start game to settle in. Then we reviewed new 

multiplication flash cards to help with multiplication memorization. For the last five 

minutes of class we celebrated our hard work by free-drawing and hula hooping. 

MATH II 

Ms. Amanda Rose and Ms. Savannah 

Christian, Ian,  Jacob, Jonas, Olivia, Ricky, Grady, Xavier, Harper, Sarah 

Today, we practiced simplifying fractions and identifying common vocabulary we need 

to know (denominator, numerator) to make it happen. 

CHOICE CLASS: UKULELE 

Mr. Andrew 

Landen, Damian, Nate 

Today I showed them some of the more complex chords to truly complete the first couple 

rows of our chord chart. A Major, B Major, E Major, and I showed them a few 7th chords 

like G7, C7 and explained what those are. Since these chords are a little more difficult to 

play, the real world result is that they are simply not used that often, and we gained 

some perspective on how nice and easy the common ukulele chords are to play. We 

finished the class with some strong rehearsal and I urged them to practice as we only 

have a couple more weeks left and I really want them to get through entire multiple 

minute long songs, which we’ll be conditioning for next week. 



CHOICE CLASS: URBAN GARDENING 

Ms. Bridget 

Samuel, Avery, Neven, Genevieve, Charlotte, Kenley, Brie, Grace 

We reviewed the types of soil and the soil lab from yesterday. We then studied a 

sprouted avocado seed. We went over that avocado trees like the soil’s PH around 6 to 

6.5. We also discussed that if you have a heavy clay soil, it is important to elevate the tree 

in a mound for better drainage. The mound should be 1 to 2 feet high and 3 to 5 feet 

around. This was demonstrated and measurements were displayed.  We don’t want to 

put gravel or anything else like planing media in the hole. The sooner the roots get into 

the bulk soil. Students learned more about planting avocado trees. The watering has to 

typically be done two to three times a week. As the roots reach out to the bulk soil, more 

water can be applied and the frequency of watering can diminish to only once a week. 

Students looked for the soil that would be best for the avocado tree. 

 

PLANT-BASED COOKING 

Ms. Bridget 

All 

Today we made Vegan Tuna Salad served on Gluten Free crackers. We made the tuna 

from mashed chickpeas, adding in celery, onions, black pepper and salt, tahini, 

Vegeneise, and brown mustard. Students used tomatoes to garnish the tuna on the 

crackers. We also created natural lemonade using squeezed lemons, honey, and maple 

syrup. The upper grades made pumpkin chocolate chip donuts along with their tuna and 

lemonade. 

PE 

Mr. Kris 

All 

Beaches, Bridges, and Boats was the chasing  game for today. It was a complicated game 

that focuses on basic skills such as chasing, fleeing, and requires constant movement. 

The game included hula hoops and strict boundaries. 

PBL 1 & 2 

Ms. Denise and Mr. Kris 

Charli, Eva, Gio, Ricky, Sarah, Grady, Xavier, Zoey, Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, 

Olivia, Charlotte 

WEEK 3: STUDENT WORK TIME  



Students had open work time to progress in their PBL project. Educators helped to 

support. For the last 10 minutes of class, the remaining groups and individuals 

shared-out their projects so far and got feedback from their peers.  

PBL 3 

Ms. Savannah 

Avery, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Harper, Kenley, Nate, Neven, Samuel  

The students continued to finalize their research and their “Ask an Expert” activity that 

both groups decided on utilizing. Today was the last day to work on this portion as next 

week they will be creating the rest of their educational program.  

LITERACY 1 

Ms. Lorelei 

Charli, Eva, Gio, Ricky, Sarah, Grady, Xavier, Zoey 

We started class studying a sentence from one of our mentor texts Tigers.  We looked at 

the construction of the sentence, the meaning of it, we expanded it and we imitated the 

style by creating our own sentence.  After, the students worked on literacy choices while 

I met individually students to check in and conference on their Animal Research Project, 

either guiding in reading resources or writing out next steps. 

LITERACY 2 

Ms. Bridget 

Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, Olivia, Charlotte 

Today we went over similies vs metaphors, personification, as well as different types of 

poetry. Students added on lines to their initial 2 line starting point from yesterday. 

Students are learning vocabulary words such as stanza, alliteration, onomatopoeia, free 

verse, repetition, assonance, and sonnet. 

Students are creating their own poem. We learned the seven steps of how to start writing 

poetry: Get Inspired, Just say it, Select Your Words, Read/Recite, Style, Get some Space, 

and Share.  Students practiced taking one word and free writing from that word. They 

also worked on “Dear Friend” style poetry and prose poetry (capturing moment either 

real or fictional) 

LITERACY 3 

Ms. Savannah 

All 

Avery, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Harper, Kenley, Nate, Neven, Samuel  

Today, the students discovered the many types of poems that are found within that 



genre. The students worked in pairs to read and discover the differences in a given 

poem. The received ten minutes to work with the poem before rotating poems and 

receiving a new one. After each partner group worked with all of the poems, we came 

together to notice and discover the characteristics of each poem.  

MAKERSPACE 

Ms. Denise 

Gio, Jacob, Olivia, Zoey, Xavier, Grady, Christian, Sarah, Eva, Jonas 

Open Studio 

URBAN GARDENING 

Ms. Bridget 

Ian, Charli, Ricky, Harper 

We reviewed the types of soil and the soil lab from yesterday. We then studied a 

sprouted avocado seed. We went over that avocado trees like the soil’s PH around 6 to 

6.5. We also discussed that if you have a heavy clay soil, it is important to elevate the tree 

in a mound for better drainage. The mound should be 1 to 2 feet high and 3 to 5 feet 

around. This was demonstrated and measurements were displayed.  We don’t want to 

put gravel or anything else like planing media in the hole. The sooner the roots get into 

the bulk soil. Students learned more about planting avocado trees. The watering has to 

typically be done two to three times a week. As the roots reach out to the bulk soil, more 

water can be applied and the frequency of watering can diminish to only once a week. 

Students looked for the soil that would be best for the avocado tree. 

MATH III 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Avery, Charlotte, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Kenley, Landen, Nate, Neven, 

Samuel  

Today, we worked through a stained glass coloring activity where we mapped out linear 

equations when given a table of X values (-1, 0, 1) and solved for y.  

Thursday, January 24 

MORNING MEETING & MINDFULNESS 

Ms. Denise and Ms. Savannah 

All 

Rained out - morning meeting in Cotter today 

 



MORNING JOURNALISM 

8:15-8:30 

- Complete unfinished journal prompts 

 

MORNING MEETING 

8:30-9:00 

Review Thursday/Friday schedule 

 

FOCUS TOPIC: 

SETTING A CHARACTER GOAL 

Students each chose a character goal to work on earlier in the week. This morning, they 

worked on writing down who they’d like their accountability partner to be, what 

obstacles they might face, and their first step in reaching their goal.  

 

SAFEKEEPER RITUAL 

 

BREATHKEEPER RITUAL 

 

MATH I IN THE GARDEN 

Mr. Kris 

All 

Charli, Eva, Giovanni, Zoey 

Today’s class was an introduction to fractions and how easy they can be. We started the 

class with a quick activity and then started working on worksheets that i printed for 

class. The last few minutes of class we decided to free draw, and we had some interesting 

artwork today. 

MATH II IN THE GARDEN 

Ms. Amanda Rose and Ms. Savannah 

Christian,  Jacob, Jonas, Olivia, Ricky, Grady, Xavier, Harper, Sarah 

We took our knowledge of fractions and put it into artistic motion through fraction 

pictionary. We did a great job of drawing ¾ of a book or ⅚ of a pillow! 

CHOICE: ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

Ms. Bridget 

Samuel, Neven, Charlotte, Landen, Nate 

We learned about our local Indian Lagoon and the Atlantic Ocean, the challenges we are 



facing currently in our local environment, as well as the history of our area. Students 

each had magazines out about our local sea turtles. These were from the Sea Turtle 

Preservation  Society in Melbourne Beach.   

The magazines described so much good information about the turtles. The students 

learned all about the different types of turtles and we played a game where one of the 

students won an aloe plant for guessing the correct amount that a sea turtle can dive 

deeply. We repotted the aloe and even named the plant. We used our compost sample as 

soil to repot. 

We shared our ideas and thoughts about how to further protect our sea turtles as well as 

all creatures in our local area and environment globally. We tossed the volleyball as we 

shared ideas and as someone caught the volleyball they had to share a thought of how to 

protect the environment. 

CHOICE: PLANT ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY 

Ms. Mikael 

Avery, Kenley, Grace, Genevieve, Brie, Damian 

I had each student draw and label a passion flower since it has very prominent 

reproductive structures. They are really starting to get a hang of floral anatomy. Then, 

each student picked a leaf to describe using botanical terminology.  

 

CHOICE: WINTER GARDENING 

Ms. Mikael 

Christian, Jacob, Charli, Eva, Sarah, Ricky, Harper, Jonas 

It was raining today so we were not able to work in the garden. What we did instead was 

test our knowledge of the edible plants growing in the garden using only their leaves to 

identify them. After we identified what plant each leaf came from we made art with the 

leaves. At the end of class each student presented their piece and had to name what 

plants they used.  

CHOICE: ENTOMOLOGY 2 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Gio, Olivia, Zoey, Xavier, Grady 

Today, we learned the proper way to pin different insects to prepare for crickets 

tomorrow. We also discussed relaxing jars as well as insect anatomy and structure. 

SCREEN PRINTING 

Ms. Sabrina 



Kenley, Landen, Samuel, Avery, Charlotte, Brie, Nate 

Today, students are learning the digital side of the screen printing process. Students are 

beginning to digitize their final drawings to prep for pre-press, which is the process 

before creating a screen. Students are continued to finalize their designs to have them 

ready for printing! 

HERBALISM 

Ms. Jessica 

Neven, Genevieve, Grace, Damian  

Today the students were introduced to tincture making. We begin with sharing what we 

knew about tinctures, the materials that we use Etc. The students reviewed in their 

Materia Medica books the previous plants we know of for their healing properties. Then 

they were given the chance to make their own tincture blend for the first time, based on 

what they already learned. They had to describe the purpose of their tincture, the ratio 

of the plants used, then we added the menstruum, which is 80 proof vodka. We will let 

the tinctures steep until the last week of the semester where we will drain them and take 

them home.  

PE 

Mr. Kris 

For today’s PE we played a modified version of freeze tag which included four safe zones 

with a pair of student who were the taggers. The game was fast! 

LITERACY 1 

Ms. Lorelei 

Charli, Eva, Gio, Ricky, Sarah, Selena, Grady, Xavier, Zoey 

We went to the library with Literacy 2 students.  

LITERACY 2 

Ms. Bridget  

Christian, Jacob, Jonas,Olivia, Charlotte 

We were in the library today. The students had figurines such as safari animals as well 

as insects that they had to develop into a specific scene. After they made the scene with 

the figurines, they had to write about the characters, the plot, the elements such as 3 

main events, and include an intro and conclusion. The students had a blast as they made 

their scenes and described them. After they were done creating their story scene, they 

were able to explore the library and play Apples to Apples to strengthen their vocabulary 

skills. A few students also wanted to work on their sonnets from yesterday. 



LITERACY 3 

Ms. Savannah 

All 

Avery, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Harper, Kenley, Nate, Neven, Samuel  

Given poetry “cheat sheets” to help the students remember the types of poems and their 

structures, the students began writing their own original poems. The students were able 

to write about any topic that they wanted, as any poem type  that they wanted.  

CHOICE: SOIL SYMBIOTICS 

Ms. Mikael 

Xavier, Ricky, Harper 

Today we did some “chop and drop”! This is a term used in sustainable and regenerative 

gardening practices that describes heavy pruning of mulch plants or support species and 

simply dropping them on the ground. We were working with Cajanus cajun and Senna 

alotta. Our plants were fruiting so on top of that we saved a lot of the fruit for cooking 

and for seed.  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

Ms. Bridget  

Gio, Jacob, Olivia, Zoey, Grady, Christian, Eva, Sarah, Charli, Jonas 

We learned about our local Indian Lagoon and the Atlantic Ocean, the challenges we are 

facing currently in our local environment, as well as the history of our area. Students 

each had magazines out about our local sea turtles. These were from the Sea Turtle 

Preservation  Society in Melbourne Beach.   

The magazines described so much good information about the turtles. The students 

learned all about the different types of turtles and we played games to help remember 

the information! 

We shared our ideas and thoughts about how to further protect our sea turtles as well as 

all creatures in our local area and environment globally.  

We received seeds from Miss Camilla and will be planting those tomorrow. 

MATH III 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Avery, Charlotte, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Kenley, Landen, Nate, Neven, 

Samuel  



Part 1 of a 2 day project included making a dreamcatcher with intersecting lines.  

Friday, January 25 

MORNING MEETING & MINDFULNESS 

Ms. Denise and Ms. Savannah 

All 

MORNING COMMUNITY PLAY 

Bandshell 

8:15-8:30 

 

MORNING MEETING 

8:30-9:00 

Review Thursday/Friday schedule 

 

BRAIN SMART START: 

5 Jokes to Laugh 

 

NEW: KINDNESS KEEPER CELEBRATION RITUAL 

We will be having a new way of noticing and celebrating acts of kindness in our school. 

 

SIT SPOT JOURNALING 

Students take 5 minutes to find a peaceful “sit spot” on the farm to write down one act of 

kindness that was noticed in the school community this week. These will be celebrated 

with our costumes and noisemakers at end of day.  

 

BREATHKEEPER RITUAL 

MATH I IN THE GARDEN 

Mr. Kris 

Charli, Eva, Giovanni, Zoey 

Today’s class started our imaginary journey to the moon. At the moon we will face the 

Unicorn again after we have successfully designed a vessel that will take us to the moon 

and back on a 6 day journey. The activity will focus on distance, scale, multiplication, 

and division.  

MATH II IN THE GARDEN 

Ms. Amanda Rose and Ms. Savannah 



Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, Olivia, Ricky, Grady, Xavier, Harper, Sarah 

Today, we drew our best fraction pictures in chalk! Can you guess what fraction of a 

common item is present? 

CHOICE: ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

Ms. Bridget 

Samuel, Neven, Charlotte, Landen, Nate 

We reviewed our lesson from yesterday regarding our local environment, the creatures 

that live in the environment, as well as ways to protect them. We also planted some of 

the new seeds that we just received this week. We went over soil structure, what healthy 

soil looks like, and how to compost. Students shared their ideas of what other types of 

plants they would like to grow in class. Some are asking for sunflowers, cherry blossoms, 

as well as more veggies.  

CHOICE: PLANT ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY 

Ms. Mikael 

Avery, Kenley, Grace, Genevieve, Brie, Damian 

Today we focused solely on identifying and describing leaves through botanical 

terminology. They used terminology to describe the overall shape of the leaf, the bottom 

of the leaf, top of the leaf, and the leaf edges.  

 

CHOICE: WINTER GARDENING 

Ms. Mikael 

Christian, Jacob, Charli, Eva, Sarah, Ricky, Harper, Jonas 

Due to construction happening at the yoga garden some of the students were not able to 

work in the garden beds that they had chosen to take care of. Today we chose a new area 

of the garden to tend to. Eva and Charli made a path with hay through the spiral garden 

as well as trimmed the lemon grass and gave it to Christian and Sarah to use in the log 

beds for mulch. Jonas helped me find baby pigeon pea sprouts from under the pigeon 

pea trees to transplant into areas with no plants. Harper and jacob helped by digging 

holes for the transplants. Ricky helped to rake out the hay so that it laid flat and make pal 

t markers so no one would step on the pigeon peas. 

CHOICE: ENTOMOLOGY 2 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Gio, Olivia, Zoey, Xavier, Grady, Selena, Keonte, Athena 

Today, we continued getting professional with our entomology skills by demonstrating 

proper pinning methods for orthoptera, or crickets!  



SCREEN PRINTING 

Ms. Sabrina 

Kenley, Landen, Samuel, Avery, Charlotte, Brie 

Today, we discussed our booth set-up, how we want to display our prints. We also talked 

about how to choose ink colors and shirt colors, as well as how to pair the two! Students 

continued to work on their designs and talked one on one with Ms. Sabrina for tips on 

how to have designs readily prepped for production! 

HERBALISM 

Ms. Jessica 

Neven, Genevieve, Grace, Damian  

We finished where we left off yesterday, by understanding what goes on the label of a 

tincture. We made our labels to put on yesterday's tinctures. We then exercised 

fine-tuning how to wrap herbs (today we used elder leaf) after harvesting to be hung up 

to dry. While doing so we indulged in a tea blend made from chamomile, lemon balm 

and hibiscus. 

PE 

Mr. Kris 

All 

We played dodgeball today with a strong focus on controlling our emotions. What fun! 

Xavier’s mother joined us for a few games. She used to be a pitcher, but today she spent 

most of her time dodging balls. We did a great job and were able to play lots of rounds. 

LITERACY 1 

Ms. Lorelei 

Charli, Eva, Gio, Ricky, Sarah, Selena, Grady, Xavier, Zoey 

We shared  

LITERACY 2 

Ms. Bridget  

Athena, Christian, Ian, Jacob, Jonas, Keonte, Olivia, Charlotte 

The Classic Literature students have been asking to play their literature-based board 

games all week. We have been very busy doing lots of work this week and haven’t had 

time to utilize the completed board games. I allowed 20 minutes today for them to play 

their created  board games after they shared their sonnets, reviewed their vocabulary of 

the week, and completed a Jacob’s Ladder’s Literary elements reading activity. This 

activity gauges skills such as comprehension, fluency, decoding, and sequencing. The 



students enjoyed finishing their illustration for their sonnet. Some chose to paint while 

others decided to draw the illustration. 

LITERACY 3 

Ms. Savannah 

All 

Avery, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Harper, Kenley, Nate, Neven, Samuel  

Today, the students participated in our first author’s circle of our poetry unit! The 

students worked in teams of 3, and took turns reading their poem out loud. As the 

students read, the other team members wrote down compliments, suggestions, and next 

steps. After, the students shared their feedback. The students repeated this process until 

each team member shared and received feedback. WHen finished, the students 

answered the exit ticket: What is one piece of feedback that you appreciated or may use when 
revising?  

CHOICE: SOIL SYMBIOTICS 

Ms. Mikael 

Xavier,  Ricky, Harper 

Today we are going to transplant sprouts of plants that are nitrogen fixing, mulch 

producing, and pioneering species in places of the garden that have poor soil quality in 

order to help replenish and build soil structure. I showed them the areas of the garden 

that have had these species of plants the longest and we noticed a huge difference in soil 

quality.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

Ms. Bridget 

Gio, Jacob, Olivia, Zoey, Grady, Christian, Eva, Sarah, Charli, Jonas 

We reviewed our lesson from yesterday regarding our local environment, the creatures 

that live in the environment, as well as ways to protect them. We also planted some of 

the new seeds that we just received this week. We went over soil structure, what healthy 

soil looks like, and how to compost. Students share their ideas of what other types of 

plants they would like to grow in class. Some are asking for sunflowers, cherry blossoms, 

as well as more veggies. 

MATH III 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Avery, Charlotte, Brie, Damian, Genevieve, Grace, Kenley, Landen, Nate, Neven, 

Samuel  

In part 2 of our dreamcatcher project, we mapped out the points made intersecting the 



net pattern on graph paper! We also came up with linear equations for each line! 


